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One prisoner hanged publicly in
southern Iran- His attorney says he
was innocent

Saturday 26 May 2012

Iran Human Rights, May 26: According to reliable sources Iran Human Rights

(IHR) has been in contact with, a young man was hanged publicly outside Lar

prison (southern Iran) on the morning of May 25.

Iran Human Rights has confirmed the information on this recent execution

through two reliable, independent sources.

The sources said the young man was in his twenties and his name was

Abdolreza Damankeshan (known as Navab). He was convicted of rape.

In an interview with Radio Farda on the night before Abdolreza’s

execution, his attorney (Mr. Hossein Raeisian) said, "The person who

had accused Abdolreza of rape later withdrew her accusation. However,

the authorities did not pay attention to the facts and executed him to

set an example for others."

Iran Human Rights strongly condemns yesterday’s execution. Mahmood Amiry-

Moghaddam, the spokesperson of Iran Human Rights, said: "Abdolreza

Damankeshan’s public execution is yet another example of people

being executed without a fair trial. The execution shows once again

that the Iranian authorities use the death penalty as a tool to spread

fear among the people."

Yesterday, another person was hanged publicly in Ilam (southwestern Iran).

Since May 15 at least 60 people have been executed in Iran.
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Three prisoners were
executed in Iran
today- 58 executions

in 7 days in Iran 

Iran Human Rights,

May 22: Three

prisoners were

executed in Shiraz

(southern Iran) today.

According to the

official site of the

Iranian judiciary in the

Fars Province (where

Shiraz is the capital),

three prisoners

identified as "Z.R.",

A.A." and "H.A." were

hanged in Adelabad

prison early this

morning. Respectively,

the prisoners were

convicted of

possessing 2 kilograms

of heroin, 32 kilograms

and 309 grams of

heroin, and 4

kilograms and 900

grams of crack, said

the report. Together

with (...)

( continue )
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18 NEW EXECUTIONS
IN IRAN: 53
EXECUTIONS IN ONE
WEEK- IHR URGES THE
WORLD COMMUNITY TO

REACT 

Iran Human Rights,

May 21: According to

the Iranian state

media, 18 people were

executed in four

different Iranian cities

yesterday and today.

The Iranian authorities

have confirmed the

executions of 30

prisoners during the

last seven days. IHR

has received reports

of 23 additional

executions that have

not been announced

by the official Iranian

media. Iran Human

Rights strongly

condemns the

execution wave going

on in Iran and urges
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